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Future Events
Christmas Camp…………………………….………………………………….6th & 7th December
Eungella Tracks ………………………………………………….……………………18th January
General Meeting…………………………………………………..……………………21st January
Australia Day Weekend Camp………………………………………..……….24th -26th January
St Helens Creek……………………………………………….……………………….25th January

Some of the many people who enjoyed the 40th Anniversary Dinner .

Merry Christmas and Happy New
Year Everyone!
Club Officers
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Kerry Morgan
Dan McKinlay
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49534249
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Contact Officer
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Assist Walks Coordinator
Newsletter Editor
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Coral Morgan
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Kevin Smith
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49578474
49578474
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From the Editor
The last newsletter for the year is a full one with lots of interesting reading.
The 40th Anniversary Dinner was very well attended and a great credit to Kathy, Elaine and Cheryl for all their hard
work in organising it and I think everyone loved the venue decorations as well as the slide show which ran through
the evening. Thanks so much girls for all you efforts – they were very much appreciated by all. Thanks to Garry for
organising the music for the evening.
A huge thank you goes out to Carole Weekes who has put her name forward for the role of President and also to
June Bradley for the Publicity Officer position. When a date has been decided I will email it out so a formal vote can
be conducted regarding these positions. I will attach the outgoing President’s report to this Newsletter.
Last week some club members assisted National Park staff to mark the Western Trail up to Dalrymple with blue
reflective triangles. Kevin has sent a write up about this work but well done to everyone who participated. Early next
year National Parks hopes to do the trail to Mt Dalrymple from Finch Hatton Gorge with different colour markers to
avoid confusion. This is a fantastic development and one that could well save lives in the future.
On behalf of the club I would like to wish everyone a safe and fun filled Christmas and New Year. I look forward to
catching up with everyone next year and hearing about your adventures – providing that is I survive an eleven day
backpack on Stewart Island. 
Thank you so much to everyone who has sent in photos and articles for the newsletter throughout the year.
The next newsletter will be out late in January.

Items for the next newsletter should
be sent to
jennywooding@dodo.com.au
prior to 25th January.

Key to Walks Grading System
Distance
S = short – under 5km
M = medium – 5-10km
L = long – over 10km

Terrain

Terrain

1-3 = Graded or open terrain, no scrub
1-3 = Easy, suitable for beginners
4-7 = Bush, minor scrub, rainforest,
4-7 = Medium, reasonable fitness required
Rocks, creeks, rockhopping, scrambling
8-10 = Hard, strenuous, fit walkers only
8-10 = Bush as above + thick scrub, major rock
Scrambling using hands, technical
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Future Events
All trip leaders please ensure you collect the club gear bag from Garry before
undertaking your walk.

Please contact the leader to nominate for all walks
Christmas Camp
Saturday 6th and Sunday 7th December

and is entirely on graded tracks. You will need
to bring plenty of drinking water, hat, swimmers
and insecticide.

Contact person: Kathy Cant 49590762
This year the Break up camp will be held at the
Eungella Caravan Park which is now called
“Explorer’s Haven”. We will be allocated a spot
where we can all camp together and the club
will provide afternoon tea on the Saturday and
breakfast for the Sunday morning. If members
would prefer to stay in a cabin rather than
putting up a tent they will need to call and make
their own arrangements - ph 49584750. We will
walk to the Chalet for dinner which will be at
member’s expense or you can bring your own
meal.
Please phone Kathy by 1st December if you
would like to come along so final numbers can
be given to the park and Chalet.

Induction 6.45pm/ General Meeting 7.30pm
Wednesday 21st January
Downstairs room, Mackay Family Care and
Community Support Association Centre 60
Wellington Street, Mackay. Newcomers and
visitors welcome. Induction by Clive and
Daphne.
Australia Day Weekend Camp
Saturday 24th to Monday 26th January
Leader: Coral Morgan 49578474
The location for this camp will be decided closer
to the time depending on the weather. Details
will be emailed at a later date.
St Helens Creek
Sunday 25th January
Leader: Paul Eder 4954 7639 (between 6 and 8
pm)
Depart: 7am
Journey: 140Km $14
Map Ref: Calen 740806
Grade:S73
Time: 4-5 hours
Total Uphill: 20m (not counting boulders)
Terrain: very uneven, rocky all the way.
Expect: Mostly rock hopping & creek crossings.
St Helens creek is a large rainforest creek
which flows out of Eungella National Park in the
Cameron Pocket area about 13km west of
Calen. Depending on water level we might have
to cross the creek a few times. There will be
plenty of time to use the swimming holes along
the way so don’t forget to bring the swimmers

Eungella Tracks
Sunday 18th January
Leader:

Daphne Goodson 0417 706240
4954 9338
Depart:
7am
Journey:
180km $18
Map Ref:
Mirani
Grade:
L15
Estimated walking time: 6 hours Total of all
uphill sections: 100m Pace: average Terrain:
Graded walking tracks Vegetation: rainforest,
Expect, leeches and swimming holes.
This year instead of doing a through walk, cars
will be left near Eungella Chalet where the walk
will begin. We will walk to Broken River and
maybe beyond depending on the mood of the
day. Walkers will then return to the cars via the
same track. The walk is suitable for beginners
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Previous Activities
Cape Hillsborough
Sunday 2nd November
Participants
: Maureen, Daphne, Clive, Dale, Paul, Kevin,
Bryan, Frances E, Kathy, Karim and Carole.
Tracks walked
: Boardwalk, Hidden Valley circuit, all the
lookouts along the Main circuit south of the resort, the beach
from opposite Wedge Island to the start of the Beachcomber
Cove track, the Beachcomber Cove track itself with a side trip to
the site of the swimming hole, which had a couple of litres of
dodgy water in the bottom, and non-existent cascades.
Places at which food was consumed : Morning tea was enjoyed
at the fish trap after completion of the Hidden Valley circuit, lunch was taken in a shady, if rocky,
location on the beach after we emerged from the heights of the lookout circuit, dessert was purchased
at the resort cafe (ask Paul about his two chocolate paddle pops ) and on the way home most of us
called into the Old Station Tearooms.
Wildlife sighted : the hindquarters of several well-fed looking skinks, scrub turkeys, turtles (at Turtle
Lookout, of course ), seagulls demonstrating how not to catch fish, the wasp that bit Paul three times
before he even had his boots on properly, the March flies that kept menacing Dale, a variety of bird life
both in the bush and at cthe Teahouse ( watch out for cockatoos dropping bombs ), and evidence of
feral pigs.
Weather conditions : Hot, hot and hot, with much
appreciated gentle breezes at times.
Surprising facts : We found a track Frances had never
before completed - the boardwalk, and a bird she had
never before seen, captured on film by Kevin. Some club
members are not always safety conscious when in the bush
alone. Paul gave up the opportunity to have three chocolate
paddle pops in a row. Some among us think first aid kit and
bandaid are synonymous.
Thank you to all who participated in our day of exercise,
relaxation and companionship at the spectacular Cape Hillsborough.
Carole

Mt Dalrymple Bushwalk
9th & 10th November 2014
Day 1 Saturday morning Coral, Pam, Eric, Penny, Fran Balmer and Kevin set off with laden packs up
the western Trail heading for Mt Dalrymple.
8th,

The pace was leisurely with stops along the way. At last
water Coral deviated off the taped trail to the left and skirted
around the steep climb from last water. This was a better
option with a less steep climb. We reached the top of Mt
Dalrymple and were delighted with clear views of the valley,
though there were some cloud patches being scooted up the
hill in the fairly strong wind.

We all set up our tents. I set mine up on the rock on the very top, held down from the wind by a few
rocks. Due to the quite strong wind I did consider shifting camp off the top. But Penny said “Well Kevin,
if you get cold through the night, you are welcome to come down and cuddle up---“ (I am thinking this is
a surprising offer from Penny) but she continued on to say to “ to some nice warm rocks down near our
tents. After a bit of laughter I thanked Penny for her generously kind offer.
The cloud and fog prevented us from seeing our anticipated
sunset. We were rugged up in cold weather gear and photos of us
appeared as though we could have been on top of a very high
altitude mountain in icy conditions. We waited for the moon to
rise and were treated to a very rewarding display of an oval
looking orange moon. (We could not explain this egg-shaped
moon) The cloud and fog started to come blowing up the side of
the mountain and skudded past and amidst us creating an eerie
though beautiful atmosphere.
Day 2 Sunday Pam and Eric packed up their tent and left via the Western Trail. The four of us spent the
morning going over to the higher Southern peak to see if we could find the old plaque and Finch Hatton
initials. We just followed the ridge to the other peak but about half way along we joined up with a taped
trail that we did not know existed. From here we followed this taped trail to the Southern peak.
We found the plaque which has the dates and names of the first Europeans to climb Mt Dalrymple,
Finch-Hatton, Rawson and Boyle in May 1878. Finch-Hatton climbed again with others including DH
Dalrymple in July 1878. Finch-Hatton carved his initials (FH) into the rock at the summit on this visit.
After visiting the plaque we sat admiring the magnificent
views from this beautiful spot. Clear views of Mt David,
and the Gibber and many distant known hills and mounts
and valleys. I climbed on the rocks to the South East of
this peak, which to me was the highlight of the weekend.
It is really just a fantastic area. I can see why Maureen
holds Mt Dalrymple in such high regard. We headed back
to camp following the taped trail, which goes down and
west of the gigantic boulders on the ridge. We were
greeted back at our camp by the 6 day-walkers who had
come up the Western Trail. We had lunch with them in
nice clear conditions. They headed back down the Western Trail after lunch and we had a lazy
afternoon soaking up our beautiful surroundings.
Day 3 Monday we packed up our tents and went down the Finch Hatton Gorge Trail. While walking in
on Saturday morning we were talking about the then planned marking of the taped trail up Mt Dalrymple,
and I said after the trail is marked there will be more people using the trail including mountain bikers.
Today, as we reached “Last Water” on the gorge trail, we met a fellow heading up with a mountain bike.
Jason was his name and he thinks he may be the first to mountain bike Mt Dalrymple. He had to push
and indeed carry his bike in places. We had a great stop at the Gibber, then later detoured to Finch
Hatton Falls for a swim and lunch. We arrived at Victor and Aileth’s place and thanks to Pam and Eric
our cars were there which saved us our car shuffle drive. What a great weekend!!!
Kevin
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Mt Dalrymple Western Trail Marking
18th and 19th November 2014
Mackay Bushwalkers Club assisted National Parks to mark the Mt Dalrymple Western Trail.
The volunteers were Kathy, Pam, Eric and Kevin assisting Greg from National Parks.
The marking tags are aluminium triangular labels painted with lightreflecting blue paint. which were nailed to trees approximately every 50
metres. They shine very well in torchlight in the dark.
The tags were installed for both the up and down directions of the track.
Much of the old pink marking tape was removed and new pink tape was
installed. The track was straightened in a few places where it had
deviated around fallen trees and limbs.
National Parks have written on the blue tags (with white marker pen) a
numbering system.
The numbering system is:From Start or Dalrymple car park to Pretty Ck (first crossing) A1, A2, A3, A4 etc
From Pretty Creek to Stony Ck (or second crossing) B1, B2, B3, B4 etc
From Stony Ck to Cattle Creek (or third crossing) C1, C2, C3, C4 etc.
From Cattle Creek to Palm Wash (or fourth crossing) D1, D2, D3, D4 etc
From Palm Wash to Last Water (or fifth crossing) E1, E2, E3, E4 etc
From Last Water to Mt Dalrymple top F1, F2, F3, F4 etc.
This numbering system will help people to relate to where they are on the trail and will assist with rescue
of injured walkers by being able to send help to the correct location eg C7.
These numbers are written on tags in each direction. For example if a tree has a tag nailed on each side
of that tree then each of those tags will have the same number (eg C7) written on them.
National Parks are intending next year to similarly mark the Mt Dalrymple Finch Hatton Gorge Trail but
using different coloured tags, perhaps red.
Kevin.

40th Anniversary Club Dinner
Saturday 15th November
Well our 40th celebration dinner was a wonderful night enjoyed by
all who attended. It was especially pleasing to have a number of
past members join us and to chat with them about their time in the
Club. The venue and meal were excellent. I don't think anyone
could have gone home hungry. I would like to say a special thank
you to Cheryl and Elaine for their assistance with the preparations
and organizing on the night. Thank you also to Garry who came to
the rescue with his music and techno know-how to get the projector
and laptop talking to each other. The slide show was a hit with a
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number of people expressing an interest in obtaining a copy. Please email me at kathycnt6@gmail.com
to arrange this.

Thank you everyone for making this a great night.
Kathy
Finch Hatton Mystery Walk
Sunday 16th November
A mystery walk… at Finch Hatton…. ? We all know and love Finch Hatton, so how mysterious could it
be I asked myself??? Coral’s plan was simply to head up to the all too familiar, but beautiful Araluen
Falls, cross the creek and walk up the ridge with the intention of looping back around and coming out
downstream from the car park and walking back to our starting point. An early finish we all thought!!! I
should have known better because what I have learnt, is that with the bushwalkers, anything is
possible… and the mystery was to be revealed…
Our group of 11 drove out to the car park at Finch Hatton and began lovely walk up to the falls. Although
the weather had been dry, there was still a small flow of water. We
decided not to have morning tea there, but to wait until we were on top
of the ridge. So up we went… up...up...up “nearly there!” was the
repetitive cry from the front. There
was quite a bit of wait-a-while vine
that slowed us down, but morning
tea soon became lunch time and our
grumbling bellies and waning energy
levels were reminding us to eat.
Hmm... had we gone up just a bit too
far??
Shortly after morning tea we decided it was time to head back along
the ridge. We observed beautiful bushland, incredibly big granite
boulders, more vine and we covered some very steep slopes. At one
point ropes were used to get down safely.
By mid afternoon we had made it back to the creek and enjoyed a refreshing lunch break. Although
water levels were low, Penny, Agie and Karim enjoyed a wallow in the water hole. We still had a way to
go yet….hmm may be we did go up that ridge too far!?! The remainder of the walk was along the creek,
so we got to do some rock hopping and scrambling along the banks, all the while enjoying the shade
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and many beautiful palms and ferns - stopping along the way for a bit of fun of course.
We did eventually arrive back at the car park … before dark. Thankyou Coral for putting the mystery into
our walk. Did we go too far up that ridge or not??… Perhaps the answer will always remain a mystery
ha ha.
June
Cut Creek
Sunday 23rd November
Why has it been 20 years or so since the club has undertaken
this walk?
I must admit to not being terribly excited about it and went off
feeling a sense of duty – after all it was the anniversary of the
club’s first walk 40 years ago and good on Kathy for putting it on.
Also I reasoned with myself I haven’t been walking much lately
and needed the practice and so would put up with the intense
heat and tackle the walk.
I was expecting a fairly ordinary creek with lots of tangly undergrowth and nothing terrible spectacular.
How wrong I was and how
pleased I was to be wrong!
As we were driving from town
and we made the first crossing
of Cut Creek it looked most
unimpressive. Mmm! When we
made the second crossing it
looked a little better and I was
thinking maybe it won’t be so
bad and then Kathy organised
for us to park the cars on a dirt
track and we couldn’t see the creek at all. However it was only a brief walk until we were in it.
Soon after arriving in the creek we faced a huge vertical rock wall almost looking as if it had been
created from large rectangular blocks of rock. Now this was impressive and we were only 5 minutes into
the walk. It almost had steps cut into it and so it was very easy to scale. It was our first of many
surprises for the day.
We continued on up the creek gaining in height as we went with several other rock walls to be scaled.
At one stage we came upon a small water hole and the area surrounding it looked as though it had
been terraced with rock bricks. They were very symmetrical and smooth and it was incredible to think
Mother Nature could carve them so perfectly.
As I have said this day was full of surprises. At one stage we couldn’t find Kathy our
leader but then discovered she had morphed into a tree fairy.
As it began to get a little steeper Coral and Frances decided to stay put when they
found a shady place where they could catch the light breeze which was blowing. We arranged a time by
which we would return and collect them.
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We made it to around 700ms from the top but due to the
heat we decided not to go that far. Kathy did point out it was
it was meant to be a social day and we needed to save
something for a return trip. We made good time rockhopping
down the creek and stopped in a shady place for an early
lunch. There was a side branch close to where we had
begun which Kathy was keen to explore. We did poke our
noses up it and soon encountered yet another large and
imposing rock wall. Some chose to scale it or wriggle
through a small hole in it but others decided to wait. Those
who went on soon returned as they had run into what Garry
described as “Dooloomai Falls” without the water. The sides of this one were just too steep and smooth
to scale. Frances does remember returning via this branch many years ago and using a rope to
descend the rock face.
At one stage walking up the creek a smallish tree snake slithering towards us! It took one look at me
and headed straight for what it thought was the nearest tree which unfortunately turned out to be Clive’s
leg. Clive I never knew you could move so fast.
We made it back to the cars quite early after lunch and
we were pleased to be back early as the sun had really
heated the rocks up in the creek, making the day seem
even hotter.
At one stage during the walk Maureen made the
comment that we were “12 legendary Bushwalkers!”
Only problem there were 14 of us – who were the 2 not
considered to be “legendary?” I think she forgot that
although 12 of us left from town we collected another 2
from Eton.
Thanks so much Kathy for organising this walk – it was great to go somewhere “new”. I look forward to
returning in the cooler months to make it to the top of the creek and then head up the ridge to Mt
Bridgeman and back down another creek.
Jenny
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Mackay Bushwalking Club Inc.
President’s Report 2014
2014 has been another successful year for the club as we pass a major milestone of 40 years
continuous club activities. Membership is slightly down but still up around 80 walkers.
Club members again volunteered their time assisting in the joint Mackay Regional Council and Griffith
University Eungella Bio-diversity Study project on impacts of climate change on Eungella NP. The study
wrapped up earlier this year with club members who assisted being acknowledged at a function prior to
a presentation by the Griffith University Research team at the Mackay Entertainment Centre. Particular
mentioned should be made of Jenny, Edie, Garry, Kate, Penny and Dan for their involvement in this
project.
Social activities have also been strong this year with a trivia night in March, Big “0” celebrations, movie
nights and a riverside bbq. ‘Bushwalkers’ team of 5 participated in the River to Reef charity ride. Well
done to Garry & Jenny completing 90kms. Dale, Elaine, Cheryl and I completed 35kms. Naturally we
could not let the birthday of the club go unnoticed so a dinner was held 15th November to celebrate. This
was well attended with a number of past members also joining us. The slide show of photos from walks
over the years (1986 thru to 2014) was very well received with everyone trying to spot themselves and
reminiscing about favourite places. It was a great night enjoyed by everyone present.
Walks were varied with a number of overnight camps and backpacks including the multi-day Fraser
Island Great Walk led by Dan, caving trips, mid-week walks and exploratory walks to places like Bulls
Head Bluff, Middle Creek, The Peak near Homevale and West Hill Island. We will be revisiting Cut
Creek on 24th November to commemorate the inaugural walk for Mackay Bushwalkers Club back in
1974. This walk was last held in1994, 20 years ago. Walks with 6am starts were well attended
especially considering they were all in the cooler months. Our most popular walk this year was to Cape
Palmerston ably led by Edie. Was it the hope of seeing whales or the challenge of covering 27kms for
the day? Numbers participating in walks have dropped away with a couple of Sunday’s where no walk
was listed in the calendar. We were also joined by walkers from other clubs.
Thank you to all who led walks throughout the year. However we do need to work on a way of
encouraging other club members to take up the challenge of leading walks. Something for the incoming
committee to tackle!
A big thank you to the committee for keeping things running smoothly throughout the year. Thank you
Kerry for stepping up to take on secretary duties and to Garry for taking over my duties while I was
enjoying The Gibb River Road WA and other wonderful places in our great country. Special thanks also
to Cheryl who is always there to give support when something needs to be done and Elaine for helping
with the 40th Dinner preparations. Thank you also to those who put up their hand to do the inductions –
Clive, Daphne, Dan, Cheryl, Kevin, Frances, Jenny and Carole. And I must acknowledge the sterling job
that Jenny does in keeping us informed through the newsletter.
Kevin provided radio operation training and promoted our anniversary dinner via the media. He also
kept us aware of safety issues. An important club rule to keep in mind is to always keep the following
walker (OR CAR) in sight and stop and wait if you lose sight of them. Remember it should not be the
slowest walker trying to keep up but the faster walker/s keeping with the group.
As I step down from my position as president I would like to wish the incoming committee all the best for
2015 and wish all members happy walking.
Outgoing President
Kathy Cant
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